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[1] On 28 October 2003 an extreme solar flare with significant increases in the EUV and
X-ray flux caused increased photoionization effects in the dayside ionosphere and
determined a remarkable solar flare effect (SFE) manifestation that preceded Halloween
storm. An analysis conducted at 53 stations revealed that the geomagnetic disturbance
had greatest amplitude and longest duration at lowest latitudes in the dayside hemisphere,
and its characteristics were basically controlled by the zenith angle of the observing
stations. The aspects of the SFE onset and initial phase reveal a close correspondence with
those of the EUV flux. At equatorial/electrojet latitudes, the SFE manifestation can
be mostly interpreted in terms of a significant enhancement of the preflare current system
during normal electrojet conditions, with some evidence for a highly confined counter
electrojet in the dawn sector. Additional elements, at higher latitudes, might suggest
in these regions a more significant role of the X-ray flux and the onset of additional
currents below the normal dynamo current region.
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1. Introduction

[2] Solar flare effects (SFE) represent sudden, short-lived
perturbations in the geomagnetic field concurrent with a solar
flare. Probably observed for the first time by Carrington
[1859], they were defined by the International Association of
Geomagnetism and Aeronomy [1959] as ‘‘short time daytime
bay or crochet, generally in the sense of the daily variation,
tentatively attributed to a solar flare.’’
[3] Earliest investigations (review by Nagata [1966])

confirmed the SFE as a temporary increase of the daily
variation field in the sunlit hemisphere that occurs almost
simultaneously with solar flares. The SFE occurrence was
found to be maximum around local noon; its amplitude had
a local time variation similar to that of the regular variation
Sq. Smaller amplitude manifestations were occasionally
observed also in the dark hemisphere [Ohshio, 1964; Sastri,
1975a, 1975b; Sastri and Murthy, 1975]. Basic SFE ele-
ments were represented in terms of the maximum excursion
(DH) of the northward component H, of the time interval
from the beginning to the maximum excursion (T1) and that
of the total duration (T2). The results obtained from an
analysis of 15 events at Huancayo (Peru, l � 7.2�, l being
the corrected magnetic latitude) and Kakioka (Japan, l �
27.2�) suggested average values such as DH � 26 nT and
T1 � 5 min at Huancayo, and DH � 7 nT and T1 � 6 min at
Kakioka [Nagata, 1966]. At Huancayo, moreover, Rastogi

[1999; see also Rastogi, 2006] described the SFE manifes-
tation on both H and D (D being the eastward component of
the geomagnetic field) showing that the direction of the
horizontal field during the solar flare was the same as that of
the pre-flare vector. At American equatorial electrojet sta-
tions [Rastogi, 2003], during normal electrojet conditions,
the SFE are basically identified by positive DH and DD
(D being the Eastward component), with maximum ampli-
tudes about 2 h before noon; in addition, a seasonal
modulation determines in the equinoctial months average
DH values (DH� 60 nT) greater than in other periods (DH�
40 nT). An analysis at the Indo-Russian chain of magneto-
meters (l � 0�–45�) [Rastogi et al., 1999] revealed that
during normal electrojet conditions, the SFE consists of a
positive impulse of H at all stations and a negative impulse
on D; moreover, DH decreases with latitude following
approximately the latitudinal dependence of the Sq [Rastogi
et al., 1965]. By contrast, during counter electrojet con-
ditions, the H impulse was negative at electrojet stations,
positive at low latitudes and newly negative north of the Sq
focus. At l � 40.8� (Ebre, Spain), the results of a statistical
analysis (140 events between 1953–1985) [Curto et al.,
1994] proposed most probable values such as DH � 7–9 nT
(with average value �14 nT, and greatest amplitudes in the
central part of the day), T1 � 3–4 min, and an average
T2 � 16 min.
[4] Basically, the ground manifestations of the SFE can

be attributed to a temporary increase of the solar ionizing
radiation causing an increase of the electrical ionospheric
conductivity; consequently, the ionospheric current is tem-
porarily increased without any change of its direction: in
this case, at equatorial stations, the SFE should simply
manifest as a positive DH [Rastogi, 2001]. More particu-
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larly, the crochet occurrence was thought to be associated
with currents due to extra ionization of the ionosphere
produced by the flare radiation in the XUV band (0.1–
100 nm) [Richmond and Venkateswaran, 1971]. On the
other hand, since earliest investigations, it was pointed out
that the SFE manifestation might not be due to a mere
increase of the Sq field and that the current layer responsible
for the SFE might lie below the normal dynamo current
region [Volland and Taubenheim, 1958; Veldkamp and Van
Sabben, 1960].
[5] On 28 October 2003 an extreme solar flare caused

remarkable photoionization effects in the dayside iono-
sphere and a flare associated coronal mass ejections was
launched into the interplanetary space [Tsurutani et al.,
2005]. In the present paper we conduct a worldwide
analysis of the remarkable SFE manifestation that preceded
the huge Halloween storm on 28–29 October 2003.

2. Events of 28–29 October 2003

[6] For the scope of the present investigation we consid-
ered the 1 min observations of the geomagnetic field
components H (northward) and D (eastward) at 53 stations
from several arrays at latitudes l between �+/�60�. We did
not extend our analysis at higher-latitude stations since at
those latitudes the geomagnetic activity is strongly influ-

enced by cusp/auroral and polar cap processes. In addition,
we did not pay attention to the vertical component, Z, due to
the Earth’s induction effects which can significantly influ-
ence local observations.
[7] The X17 flare of 28 October determined a remarkable

increase in the EUV bands (26–34 nm, 1.0–50 nm, SOHO
SEM instrument) and X-ray bands (0.05–0.4 nm; 0.1–
0.8 nm, GOES 12). In particular, in the EUV band, this
event was by far the largest in the active period October–
November, 2003, with a value greater than twice that of
other remarkable events [Tsurutani et al., 2005]. The flare
was also associated with an Earth directed coronal mass
ejection and the most intense solar particle event of cycle
23. For a description of the aspects of this event the reader is
referred to the special section on Violent Sun-Earth Con-
nection Events of October–November 2003 (Geophysical
Research Letters, 32, 2005).
[8] Figure 1 shows the aspects of the geomagnetic

activity during 28–29 October 2003 at the lowest-latitude
station of the SEGMA array (L’Aquila, Italy, AQU, l �
36.3�; MLT � UT + 1:37, MLT being the magnetic local
time): here, Halloween storm was initiated with the SSC
occurrence at �0611 UT and was characterized by peak
variations of the field components (with respect to pre-SSC
values) such as DH � �553 nT, DD � �245 nT. Halloween

Figure 1. The 1 min averages of the geomagnetic field components at L’Aquila (Italy, l � 36.3�)
during the event of 28–29 October 2003.
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storm was anticipated approximately by �19 h by a crochet
event occurring on 28 October at �1100 UT.

3. Relationship Between the Solar Radiation and
the SFE Manifestation

[9] Figure 2 compares ground observations, approximately
in the noon sector, at low (AQU) and equatorial latitudes
(Tamanrasset, Algeria, TAM, l � 3.3�, MLT � UT + 0:52),
with simultaneous observations of the magnetospheric field
from GOES 12 (MLT � UT-5, Figure 2, bottom), as well as
with the count rates in the X-ray bands and in the EUV bands
(Figure 2, top). Starting at �1102 UT, the X-ray detectors
revealed a sudden increase of the count rates that saturated the
0.05–0.4 nm channel; in the other band it reached peak
values at tx � 1108–1112 UT; then, it monotonically
decreased. The EUV radiation had a different behavior: it
showed, indeed, a more rapid increase in both bands (possibly

with a somewhat anticipated rise with respect to the X-ray
increase,�1101 UT) reaching a first peak at t1,uv � 1104 UT;
then, it decreased and newly increased reaching a secondary
broader peak at t2,uv�1114–1117 UT; lastly, it experienced a
long-term decrease.
[10] Ground measurements at AQU revealed at�1101 UT

the onset of a sharp negative change of the H component.
Interestingly, it reached a first minimum value at �1104 UT
(i.e. t1,uv); it persisted low up to �1114 UT; then, it
experienced a rapid increase up to �1123 UT, followed
by a smoother trend. Starting at �1101 UT, the D compo-
nent revealed a smaller negative change with a minimum at
�1104 UT. At equatorial latitudes, the H disturbance was
characterized by a positive increase of much greater ampli-
tude starting at �1101 UT, by a knee of the trace slope at
�11:04 UT and by a broad maximum at �1114–1118 UT
(i.e., t2,uv); then, it showed a long-term decrease toward

Figure 2. A comparison among different parameters (1 min averages) on 28 October 2003. From the
top are shown the X-ray flux; the UV flux; the H and D component at AQU (l � 36.3�); the H and
D component at TAM (l � 3.3�); the magnetospheric field magnitude at geostationary orbit. T2 bars
correspond to our estimates of the total duration of the SFE event.
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preevent values. The D component in this case did not show
any significant related change.
[11] The observed features at low and equatorial latitudes

are clearly indicative of a close correspondence between the
aspects of the ground manifestations and those of the
intensity of the solar flare radiation. Indeed, at both stations,
the onset and the initial rapid change up to �1104 UT
appear correlated with the onset and sharp increase of the
EUV intensity, while the more uniform behavior observed at
a further stage (i.e. the absence of the two peak structure
observed in the EUV trace) suggests the combined influence
of the solar radiation in both bands. In particular, the
experimental observations suggest that the time interval
T1 from the beginning to the maximum excursion of the
ground manifestation [Curto et al., 1994; Nagata, 1966] is
determined by (and reflects) the behavior of the solar
radiation intensity. On the other hand, simultaneous mag-
netospheric field observations in Figure 2 do not reveal any
related feature, confirming the ionospheric origin of the
ground crochet. Consistently, the total electron content
revealed an ionospheric peak enhancement at equatorial
latitudes of �30% above background at the subsolar point
with peak values at �1105 UT [Tsurutani et al., 2005].

4. SFE Characteristics on a Global Scale

[12] Figure 3a and 3b show, for the time interval
1030�1200 UT, the trace of the H and D component,
respectively, as organized in different panels in terms of
MLT sectors and latitude. For facilitating comparison, each
trace starts from the initial time of each MLT panel at
1100 UT (i.e., 0 MLT, 3 MLT, etc.), independently on the
real MLT of the observing station. It implies that minor
differences among observations in the same MLT sector
might be eventually imputed also to the longitudinal sepa-
ration among stations.

4.1. H Component at Low and Middle Latitudes

[13] Above l � 35�, in the Northern Hemisphere, the
traces of the H component (Figure 3a) in the central part of the
day (9–12 MLT and 12–15 MLT quadrants) reveal approx-
imately the same behavior observed at AQU (Figure 2);
however, at l � 55�–60�, the experimental observations
are contaminated by a remarkable wavelike activity, likely
indicative of cusp related phenomena. Note, in particular, in
the 9–12 MLT quadrant, the clear occurrence of a first
minimum at �1104 UT (t1,uv), followed by a secondary
minimum at �1115�1117 UT (t2,uv). In the 12–15 MLT
quadrant, a more uniform decrease is observed at higher
latitude stations, with minimum values occurring approxi-
mately around �1111 UT (tx); at lower latitudes, it is
anticipated by a sharp minimum at �1104 UT (t1,uv). In
these quadrants, moreover, in conflict with usual observa-
tions, the maximum excursion DH reveals a general,
although irregular, tendency for a progressive increase with
increasing latitude, from minimum values such as DH �
�49 nTat l� 36.3� to peak values such as DH��79.8 nTat
l � 60.7�. At l � 30� in the morning sector (6–9 MLT),
the SFE signature consists of a remarkable positive DH. In
the Southern Hemisphere, far from the equatorial region
(l <� �30�), positive changes are predominantly observed
in the morning sector (6�9 MLT) while, in the afternoon

sector (12–15 MLT), DH is positive at l � �30� and
negative at higher latitudes; as in the Northern Hemisphere,
moreover, the DH amplitude increases with latitude (DH �
�16.6 at l � �35.8�; DH � �21.9 at l � �46.4�). In the
dark sectors, in both hemispheres, smaller amplitude, still
significant changes (hardly distinguishable in Figure 3)
often appear at the SFE occurrence and the H traces appear
very similar to those identified in other significant events
[Sastri, 1975a, 1975b; Sastri and Murthy, 1975].

4.2. H Component in the Equatorial/Electrojet Region

[14] The most striking effects of the SFE occurrence are
clearly identified at equatorial/electrojet stations where
strong differences are observed in the H behavior at different
MLT for similar latitudes. Consider l� 7� (events A, B, and
C in Figure 3). Here, the SFE is characterized by a huge
negative change in the morning sector (event A, Huancayo,
HUA, MLT � 0624 at 1100 UT, DH � �156 nT); it is
strongly attenuated at somewhat higher latitudes and later
MLT (DH � �10 nT at l � 11�, MLT � 0806). By
contrast, remarkable positive changes appear at the same
latitude in the prenoon and postnoon sectors: more partic-
ularly, the comparison between different stations suggests
before noon DH values somewhat greater than after noon
(event B, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, AAE, MLT� 1033, DH�
86 nT; event C, Mbour, Senegal, MBO, MLT� 1402, DH�
78 nT). Highest positive DH values are detected at lowest
latitudes (event D, TAM, l � 3.3�, MLT � 1154, DH �
110 nT). It is also worth noting that the experimental
observations confirm, at most equatorial/electrojet stations,
a knee in the change of the H component at �1104 UT
(t1,uv), as well as peak values at �1114–1116 UT (t2,uv). At
somewhat greater latitudes, in both hemispheres (l � 11�
and l � �18�, 6–9 MLT; l � �13�, 9–12 MLT), the H
trace shows a general tendency for a progressive increase in
which a small amplitude drop identifies the SFE occurrence.

4.3. D Component

[15] In the D component (Figure 3b), in the noon quad-
rants, the SFE occurrence in the Northern Hemisphere
appears related with a rapid negative variation which, at
higher latitudes, is not easily distinguishable from the
higher-frequency activity. At equatorial/electrojet latitudes
the remarkable variations of the H component (events A–D)
are not accompanied by significant changes of the D com-
ponent; in particular, no evidence for the SFE occurrence
would be identified in the D trace during the event charac-
terized by the huge negative change of the H component
(event A). By contrast, remarkable positive DD changes are
observed at equatorial and low latitudes in the Southern
Hemisphere (Event E, Bangui, Central Africa, BNG, l �
�8.7�, 1238 MLT, DD � 37.6 nT); in particular, the peak
positive change is detected at Antananarivo (Madagaskar,
TAN, l � �29.7�, 1425 MLT, DD � 48.3 nT, event F),
while the peak negative change is detected at Ascension
Island (British Territory, ASC; l � �13.6�, 1021 MLT,
DD � �56.5 nT, event G). As for the H component, the D
trace is often characterized by a knee in its slope at�1104 UT
(t1,uv) and by peak values which apparently move, with the
increasing latitude, from 1115 to 1117 UT (t2,uv) to earlier
occurrence (i.e., closer to tx). In general, for comparable
latitudes and MLT, the SFE manifestation, on this compo-
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nent, appears more explicit in the Southern than in the
Northern Hemisphere.

4.4. Current System

[16] Figure 4 shows, for stations located in the dayside
hemisphere, the time sequence of the approximate current
system at different stages of the SFE manifestation: it
simply corresponds to a 90� rotation of the vector variation
of the geomagnetic field as evaluated assuming as reference

values the averages of the field components in quiet
intervals close to local midnight. Figure 4 (top) shows the
results obtained for the preflare interval at �1100 UT: as
can be seen, the experimental observations suggest a pos-
sible clockwise vortex in the Southern Hemisphere at
�1200–1600 MLT, a strong normal electrojet current at
equatorial latitudes at �1000–1400 MLT and clear evi-
dence for an additional anticlockwise vortex in the Northern
Hemisphere at �1130–1430 MLT. Note, in addition, some

Figure 3. (a) Trace of the H component between 1030 and 1200 UT at different stations as organized in
terms of the geomagnetic latitude (l) and magnetic local time (MLT). (b) The trace of the D component
between 1030 and 1200 UT at different stations as organized in terms of the geomagnetic latitude (l) and
magnetic local time (MLT).
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evidence for a localized counter electrojet current at HUA
(�0630 MLT). The central and bottom panels compare the
current system at later MLT (practically corresponding to
the peak values of the geomagnetic changes) with the
preflare situation. The results show that the SFE manifes-
tation basically consists at most stations of a significant
enhancement of the preflare system; it assumes highest
intensity at 1115 UT, particularly at equatorial latitudes.
Some evidence for an angular separation between the
preflare and the SFE current systems can be identified at
several stations, more explicitly at higher latitudes in the
Northern Hemisphere. Interestingly, at HUA the SFE man-
ifestation can be interpreted in terms of an huge enhance-
ment of the preexisting counter electrojet conditions.

5. Dependence of the SFE Parameters on MLT
and Zenith Angle

[17] The SFE manifestation at equatorial/electrojet lati-
tudes and in the central part of the day (i.e., where it

assumes maximum amplitudes) typically persists much
longer than at other stations (Figure 3). We evaluated, at
each station and for both components, the time interval from
the earliest manifestation to the ‘‘recovery’’ to preevent
values and considered as duration T2 of each event the
greater value between these estimates. As a matter of fact,
the geomagnetic field elements typically recover smoothly
toward preevent levels (see Figure 2); consequently, T2
estimates are often uncertain (and even impossible in some
cases). Nevertheless, although indicative, the results of
Figure 5a are interesting in that they reveal a sharp T2
increase (decrease) at the dawn (dusk) meridian and peak
values of �2 h (and more) in the central part of the day.
Note also that at several stations, and in particular in the
dusk sector, the SFE manifestation in the D component
persists longer that in H. Interestingly, the results of
Figure 5b reveal a general T2 dependence on the zenith
angle c, confirming a remarkable role of the solar radiation
in determining the aspects of the SFE manifestation: in
particular, the exponential least squares approximation of

Figure 4. (top) Inferred current system at dayside stations consistent with the geomagnetic field
observations at 1100 UT. (middle) A comparison between the current system at 1100 UT (solid arrows)
and that one at 1104 UT (light arrows); (bottom) a comparison between the current system at 1100 UT
(solid arrows) and that one at 1115 UT (light arrows).
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the experimental measurements would lead to predict aver-
age T2 values of �100 min at c = 0�. Similar conclusions
are obtained by an analysis of the total change of the
geomagnetic field, DB = (DH2+DD2)1/2: the results of
Figure 5c, indeed, reveal a sudden drop to negligible values
at the dawn/dusk meridian which find correspondence in the
sharp DB decrease at negligible/null values at zenith angles
greater than 90� (Figure 5d): in this case, the least squares

approximation of the experimental measurements would
suggest DB � 100 nT at c = 0�.

6. A High-Resolution Analysis at Low Latitudes
in the Noon Sector

[18] An high-resolution analysis of the experimental
observations has been conducted at the Italian stations of
SEGMA array, where the availability of simultaneous 1 s.

Figure 5. (a) Duration T2 of the SFE event at different stations versus MLT. Open circles correspond to
T2 estimates based on H; black circles correspond to T2 estimates based on D. (b) Duration T2 of the
SFE event at different stations versus the zenith angle. The dotted line corresponds to an exponential least
squares approximation of the experimental points. (c) Total change of the geomagnetic field DB = (DH2 +
DD2)1/2 at different stations versus MLT. (d) Total change of the geomagnetic field DB = (DH2 + DD2)1/2

versus the zenith angle. The dotted line corresponds to an exponential least squares approximation of
the experimental points.
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measurements along the same meridian (the longitudinal
separation is �0.8�) allows a detailed investigation of the
latitudinal dependence of the SFE characteristics as well as
a more detailed comparison with the changes of the EUV
intensity (15 s. resolution). SEGMA is the South European
GeoMagnetic Array, developed and managed by our group
in cooperation with the Space Research Institute of Graz
(Austria), in which each station is equipped with high
sensitivity (�10 pT) triaxial fluxgate magnetometers and
an automatic acquisition system collects the data at 1 s, with
timing provided via GPS [Vellante et al., 2001].
[19] Figure 6 (middle) shows that at each station the

crochet has a similar behavior which consists of a sharp
decrease of the H component up to 1103:31 UT, a peak
minimum at 1104:19 UT, and a secondary minimum at
�1105:33–1105:39 UT. The comparison among ground
observations also confirms a remarkable amplitude increase
between AQU (l � 36.3�) and RNC/CST (l � 38.3�, l �
40.8�; these stations show a very similar behavior): in
particular, the peak excursion at AQU (DH � �49.0 nT)
is much smaller than at RNC (DH � �65.8 nT), suggesting
an average gradient such as D(DH)/Dl � �8.4 nT/�. As for
the H component, the D traces reveal minimum values at
1103:31 UT and at 1104:19 UT; by contrast, the D compo-
nent experiences a greater variation at l � 36.3� (DD �
�31.5 nT) than at l � 38.3� (DD � �25.1 nT), with an
average gradient such as D(DD)/Dl � �3.2 nT/�. The

different behavior and relative importance of the disturban-
ces on the H and D component between nearby stations
(DD/DH � 0.64 at AQU, DD/DH � 0.38 at RNC) suggests
a remarkable role of the local current system in a latitudinal
band of �2�.
[20] The comparison between EUV (Figure 6, top) and

ground observations confirms the correspondence between
the initial behavior of the EUV intensity (which shows, at
15 s. resolution, a main variation up to �1103:20 UT, a
peak value at �1103:50 UT, and a clear maximum at
�1104:50 UT) and the geomagnetic variations, together
with some possible evidence for a delay time between the
modulation of the EUV intensity and the corresponding
ground manifestations progressively increasing from few to
tens of seconds. It is also worth noting that the additional
peaks in the EUV intensity (�1105:50 UT, �1107:05 UT
and, more particularly, the broad enhancement around
�1116 UT) do not find any explicit correspondence in
ground measurements at SEGMA stations.

7. Summary and Discussion

[21] On 28 October 2003 an extreme solar flare caused
remarkable photoionization effects in the dayside iono-
sphere. In the present paper we conducted a worldwide
analysis of the geomagnetic field variations associated with
the changes of the intensity of the solar radiation with the
following principal conclusions.

Figure 6. (top) The 15 s averages of the EUV flux in different channels; (middle) 1 s measurements of
the H component at AQU, RNC, and CST; and (bottom) 1 s measurements of the D component at AQU,
RNC, and CST.
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[22] 1. Clear evidence for a SFE occurrence was identi-
fied in the dayside geomagnetic field measurements at the
Earth’s arrival of a remarkable increase of EUV and X-ray
radiation flux. Explicit signatures of this event were iden-
tified at several stations also in the dark sector. The
worldwide manifestation, the long duration and the huge
field excursions testify the remarkable importance of this
event. It reinforces the conclusions obtained by previous
investigations that proposed that major crochets are associ-
ated with great EUV flares, unusually rich of X rays
[Rastogi et al., 1997; Richmond and Venkateswaran,
1971]. The total duration and the amplitude of the ground
disturbances are strongly dependent on the zenith angle of
the observing station: it determines a sharp decrease of these
parameters to small/negligible values in the dark sector. The
close correspondence between the aspects of the geomag-
netic field changes and those of the intensity of the solar
radiation suggests a rapid development of additional iono-
spheric currents in response to sudden increases of the solar
radiation.
[23] 2. The results of the present analysis show a one to

one correspondence between the aspects of the SFE onset
and initial phase and those of the EUV flux revealing, in
particular, that the prominent peak of the EUV intensity
(t1,uv) is associated with a simultaneous significant change
of the geomagnetic field elements at most stations. This is a
very interesting result that appears consistent with the
conclusions obtained by Richmond and Venkateswaran
[1971]: they considered, indeed, the composite structures
of several crochets and speculated that such complex
behavior might consist in a ‘‘fast’’ component due to the
EUV radiation (10–100 nm) and a slow component pro-
duced by soft X rays (0.1–10 nm). In our case, the second
stage of the geomagnetic variation is obviously influenced
by the combined contributions of the solar radiation both in
the EUV and X-ray bands. However, the results of the
present analysis would still suggest, at least at equatorial/
electrojet latitudes, a prominent role of the EUV radiation in
that its second enhancement (t2,uv) is typically associated
with the peak values of the geomagnetic change. Consis-
tently, the long duration of such event at equatorial latitudes
in the dayside hemisphere can be related with the equatorial
enhancement of the total electron content (mostly deter-
mined by the EUV radiation) which rapidly increased of
�30% above background and then decreased slowest than
EUV/x-ray intensities taking �3 h to reach background
levels [Tsurutani et al., 2005].
[24] 3. As for other cases, and in agreement with model

predictions for normal electrojet conditions [Rastogi et al.,
1999; Rastogi, 2001, 2003], the SFE had maximum man-
ifestation in the central part of the day and at equatorial
latitudes, where it was basically characterized by positive H
variations. A comparison between the inferred current
systems for the preflare situation and for the crochet
suggests that the SFE manifestation can be mostly inter-
preted in terms of a significant enhancement of the preflare
current system during normal electrojet conditions. A re-
markable exception in this sense is represented by the huge
negative DH (highly confined in latitude and MLT) detected
at �0630 MLT at HUA which rather suggests an enhance-
ment of local preexisting counter electrojet conditions. This
is an additional interesting aspect that reinforces the con-

clusions of previous investigations [Rastogi et al., 1999;
Rastogi, 2003]: indeed, in agreement with present results,
counter electrojet events were typically found to occur
around 07 MLT (or 16 MLT), in narrow ranges of longi-
tudes (normally less than 2 h), with a latitudinal extension
practically confined to the equatorial/electrojet region.
[25] 4. At higher latitudes, the geomagnetic traces show

some correspondence with the behavior of the X-ray flux
and the SFE current system is oriented at some angle with
respect to the preflare system. These features might be
related with a deeper penetration of the X-ray flux in the
high-latitude ionosphere and with the onset of additional
currents below the normal dynamo current region: it would
imply that the SFE manifestation might not be due to a
mere increase of the preflare current system [Volland and
Taubenheim, 1958; Veldkamp and Van Sabben, 1960;
Richmond and Venkateswaran, 1971].
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